Bear With Butterfly Wings
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Someone said that a blintzed Fishbase would be perfect to make all kinds of
winged creatures. What shall I say, he was right.
The example below shows what I have come up with.
Usual 15cm Origami paper works fine for this model.
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2. Fold and unfold.
3. Blintz.
1. Fold and unfold.

4. Turn over.

6. Turn over.

5. Rabbit Ear upper layer only.

7. Fold in half.

9. Swivel and repeat
on the other side.

8. Inside Reverse Fold along the
line on the inside of the model.
The model will not lie flat.
http://www.origamiaustria.at/

12. Mountain Fold
inside allowing the
Reverse Folds from
the previous step to
squash.
Repeat Behind.

10. Valley Fold,
repeat behind.
11. Inside Reverse Fold,
repeat behind.
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14. Outside Reverse Fold.

15. Bring the hidden
paper outwards.

13. Inside Reverse Fold.

16. Shape the head with
Crimps and Valley Folds.
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A1. Pull the outer
layers apart.

17. Thin the Belly with
Mountain Folds, Repeat on
the other Side.
18. Mountain fold on both
sides along crease x, while
pushing the inner layer from
left to the right.
A1 to A3 show the back view
in progress.

A2.Push the inner
layer inwards.

21. Fold one flap to the
left, repeat behind.

A3. It should
look like this.

19. Unfold to step 18.

http://www.origamiaustria.at/

20. Unfold the leg,
repeat behind.
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23. Valley fold one layer
down.

22. Refold along the
creases made in step 18.

24. Squash on existing
creases.

25. Petal inside.
26. Fold the wing back up.

27. Valley fold one layer,
repeat behind.

28. Refold the leg,
repeat behind.

30. Mountain fold the
flaps inside.
29. Like this. The next
step shows the wings
from above.

31. Crimp.

33. The finished bear.

http://www.origamiaustria.at/

32. Shape with soft mountain
and valley folds.
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